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Double differential cross sections of s巴司leralten's of M巴Vneu柱。ninduced r巴actionsfor el巴mentscomposing the 
human tissue were measur巴dusing sp巴ciallydesigned spec佐ometersat TIARA 7Li(p，n) neuむonsourc巴.In spec甘oscopy
ofp訂ticles台omneutron induced reactions， a larg巴solidangle and p訂ticleacceptanc巴detectoris indespensable. For 
particl巴sfrom5MeV αto 70 Me V proton， a sp即位'OID巴terconsisting of thre巴countertelescopes and a vacuum charnber 
was used. For heavier particles， a Bragg curve spec甘oscopytechnique was adopted 的 neuむonfield. Double di妊erential
cross section of p，d，t，α巴missionfor N and 0 wer巴obtain巴dusing血eforrner spec佐ometer.In the later method w巴

fabricated a test sp巴C住ometerto check applicability and signal to noise ratio in neutron field. Using th巴spec虻'Ometer，
energy spectra of heavier p紅ticl巴s(Li， Be， B， C)企'Omcarbon were observed. 
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1. Introduction 

To evaluate radiation dose of several ten's of MeV neu-
trons， double di飽 rentia1cross section (DDX) d制御巴impor-

tant since it is onβof basic data for出己radiationtransportation 
and energy deposition. In the view point of neutron dosime-

try， r巴liabilityof DDX data is important especially for ele-

ments composing the human tissue such as carbon， oxygen 
and nitrogen. In addition， DDX data are a1so key parameters 
to estimate irradiation e:ffl巴ctsof devices or instrum凹 ts.

In JAERI-Universities joint research project on radiation 

safety in proton acceler瓜orfacilities， we engaged the mea-
surement of DDXs for s肝 "era1ten's of MeV neutrons us-
ing a quasi-mono巴nergeticneutron field at TIARA facility 

of JAERI. In出ispap巴r，we describ巴出emβasurementsof 
DDXs for secondary charged particles among our works in 

白isproject. 

ll. Secondary charged particle measurement in 

TIARA 

N巴utronsource of由β7Li(p，n)reaction in TIARA is well 
collimated and iωintensity and spectrum are well-known.1) 

But白巴 intensityis not 80 high becaus巴 thedistance from 

a neutron production target to an irradiated sample is long 

(about 5 m) and maximum beam current of primary proton 
is limittβd at about 1μA. In addition， to mβasure secondary 
ch訂gedpartic1es， a thin sample must b巴 usedto mi凶mize

出eenergy 10ss in the samp1e.百lIsfact makes ∞unting rate 
and signal-to四noiseratio low.τ'hus， we have to adopt spec-
trometers having following feぽures，1) large detection e節"

ciency and 2) la昭巴particleac四:ptanceおrsim凶taneousmea蝿

surement of all partic1es. A spectrometer consisting of仕rree

wide-range telescopes and a vacuum chamber was adopted ω 
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measure light charged particles (lighter血mαpartic1es).For 
fragments (heavier thanαparticles)， it is difficu1t to apply the 

sp巴ctrometerbecause of its small solid angle and巴xistenceof 
entrance window. Thu8， we developed a Bragg curv巴 spec-

trometer (BCS) optimized to obtain spectrum data of frag司

ments 企omneutron induced reactions. 

III. Light charged particle measurement 

1. Apparatus 

Th巴 8ch巴maticview of出espectrometer is shown in fig. 
1. Three counter telescopes consisting of白re巴detectorswere 

mounted on a vacuum chamber which is important to reduce 

background events from air and energy losses of charged par-

ticles from the sample. 
Samples were set at the center of the chamb巴r.百lesamples

were由inplate of Ab03 (1.0 mm仕llck，48 mm diam.) for 
oxygen measurement and AIN (1.2 mm由化k，48 mm diam.) 
for nitrogen one. Contributions of a1uminum wi巴resubtracted 

using the data of Al measurement. 
Charged particles 合om仕lesamples were detected with 

血reecounter telescop巴sat 250， 650 and 1200 emission an同

gl邸. Figu陀 2shows schematic vi巴wof the telescope. Each 

of出巴 telescopeconsists of a low pressure gas proportional 

counter (GPC)， a transmission type silicon surface barrier de-
tector (SSD) and a BaF2 scintillator. 

百leGPC was operated in a gas flow mode with cv 104 Pa 

Ar-2.59もC02gas. The entrance window was 5.4.μm仕lIckMy-
lar film. The window determined det巴ctionthreshold of the 

GPC to lower白血 5MeVαparticles.百leSSD was a 150 
μm thickn巴sstransmission type with 900 mm2 e:ffective area. 
The combination of GPC and SSD can measure α-particles 

up to 18 M巴v百leother particles， i.e. proton， deuteron， triton 
and αparticle above 18 MeV were measured by血ecombi-

nation of SSD and a BaF2 scintil1ator (40 mm ct x 22 mm 
long). The relationship between the partic1e巴nergyand the 
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relation between light output四 dpartic1e energy of BaF2.2) 

Then，巴nergy10s8 correction is don巴forentrance window， 

transmission d巴tectorsand samp1e. For protons， deuterons， 
tritons and high energy αpartic1es，仕leenergy 108s in仕le

samp1e was estimated using an“averag巴method'¥3)For 10w 

en巴rgyαparticles，the unfolding method based on Bayesian 
白巴orem4)is adopted b巴:causeof too much energy 10ss for出e

averag巴 method.The abso1ute va1ue of血eenergy spectmm 

was det巴rrninedbased on出巴neutronfiux1) and the number of 

sample atoms.百lecontribution of A1 in Ab03 and A1N was 

eliminated by subtraction of th巴co紅白tedspectrum for Al. 

Figure 4 shows proton DDX for A1， 0 and N of 75 MeV 

neutrons at 25 deg. in comparison with也.eLA150 data. S)百1巴

data紅巳 obtainedby也巴 SSD-BaF2combination. 官lehigh 

threshold is caus巴dby non-lin巴rresponse of the BaF2 scin-

til1ator.τ'he LA150 data are in good且.gre巴mentwith experi-

m巴ntaldata. In the O(n，xp) spectmm around 20 to 40 MeV， 
せleLA150 data slightly under，巴stimate血巴巴:xp巴rimentaldata. 

High energy part of血eN(n，xp) spectmm， LA150 overesι 
mate the exp巴rimentalone. The DDXs of 650 and 1250 show 

仕lesame trend. 

Figure 5 shows deuteron DDX. The LA150 data trace ex-

perimenta1 results wel1 up to 40 Me V， but differs 1arge1y above 
40MeY.百1巴discrepancyis 1argest for A1 among three nuc1ei. 
Simi1ar discrepancies are a1so observed in the deuteron spec回

tmm of Ni and Fe.6) 

Fig. 1 Schematic vi巴wof白espectrom巴ter.Three counter t巴lescop巴s

were mounted on a vacuum charnb巴rat 250， 650 and 1250 

with in respect to neu住unbe但naxis. Sarnples wer巴setat血巴

center ofth巴charnb巴E

Deflning aperture Grid Only "(32m;;:ゆ)

Anode wire 
(0回開nφ.30m 
gold唱lated附

Fig.2 D闘 ilof detector array of the counter telescope 

light output of BaF2 was measured using wel1 known energy 
beam from cyc1otron in National Institute ofRadio10dical Sci-

ence (NIRS) 
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1. Spectrometer for fragment measurement 

In血ecase of a fragment m巴asurement，1arger solid an明

gle and白inn巴rpartic1巴 identificationdetector are essentially 
needed to a sp配 trometer白血 for白巴 cas巴ofthe light parti司

c1e detector since production rat巴and巴n巴rgyof企agmentsare 

very 10w in白isenergy range・Tocounter白i8requirement， 
we adopt巴da Bragg curve spectroscopy t巴chniqueto neutron 

fie1d. Fig阻間 6shows a partic1e identification scheme of a 

fragment produced on cathode p1ate. A Bragg curve spec・

Fragment measurement IV. 

2. Measu間 mentand陀 sults

Cross section measurements were done for Ab03， AlN， A1 

samp1es， and samp1e-out backgrounds.百lebackground was 

considerab1y smal1 owing to use of the vacuum chamber.τ'he 

experimental time was about 20 hours with rv 1μAbeamcur-

rents on the 7Li target. Figure 3 shows a typicalムE-Esp巴C四

trum for A1N samp1e at 25 deg.τ'he s巴:parationbetwe巴npro四

tons， d巴uteronsand tritons is very c1ear. From白isspectmm， 
partic1e identification is carried out. For巴achpartic1e， TOF vs 

E plots are made in ord巴rto choose peak neutron ev阻 ts.

After pa此ic1eidentification and peak neutron ev巴nts巴1巴b

tion， channe1 data are convert巴dto energy data by using the 
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sition.τllUs， we could easi1y discriminat巴suchlight particles. 
A sample of 5cm di担neterplat巴wasset on白巴 cathodeplate 
inside白巴 chamber.In this condition， solid angle of the det巴c-
tor reaches more白an67 msr. 

Emissionen巴rgy[MeV] 

Fig. 4 Proton double differ.巴ntia1cross section of AI， N and 0 at 25 
deg. 
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Fig. 7 Schematic view of BCS test chamber 

2. Measurement and results 

官ledetector was set at 5 m from出e7Li(p，n) neutron pro-
duction target on LC3 course at TIARA.l) Peak neutron en-

ergy was s巴tto 65 MeY.百leoutput signal， anode， from BCS 
was divided to two after passing社rrougha pre・amplifierand 
fed to two different shaping time amplifiers to obtain Bragg 
peak height and total energy of fragments. Samples w巴r巴a

吐1Ickcarbon， a thlck nikcel and a由inaluminum. Ni and 
Al wer，巴 usedto evaluate backgrounds. Figure 8 shows two四

dimensional sp配 trumof short (0.4μs) and long (6μs) shap司

ing time for 200 mm血icknesscarbon sample. Fragments can 
be separated clearly. 

The energy spectra of Li and Be for each sample are shown 
in figs. 9佃 d10. As shown in these figures，由巳 resultsof 
di百erent仕1Icknesscarbon samples are in good agreement. It 
means仕lat白巴 rangeof Li and Be in carbon is much shorter 

白anthose in samples. We can obtain energy spectrum of 
由esefr昭mentsby subtracting appropriate background since 
the yields from Ni and Al are lower白anone from C. 

JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Fig. 5 Deuteron double di紅白entialcross section of AI， 0 and N at 
25 deg. 

trometer (BCS) is a parallel plate grid ionization chamb巴r.
A fragment makes ionization and stops betwe巴ncathode and 
grid. Ionized electrons drift to出eanodebyel巴C出cfieldk田?
ing it's distribution corr巴spondingto the Bragg curve.τllUs， 
time distribution of anode signal is equivalent to reverse of 
ionization distribution. We obtain signals which are propor-
tional to the Bragg peak and the total巴nergyby integrating 
白eb巴ginningand仕1巴wholeof the anod巴signal，respectively. 
Since a Bragg peak height is strongly depend on fragment Z， 
we can identify企agmentsby relationship betwe巴nBraggpeak
height姐 d白etotal energy.7) 

Figure 7 shows a schematic view of a test chamber for 
BCS.官lechamber is a cylindrical shaped grid ionization 
chamber (27 cm long x 8cm diam. effective volume)負l1ed

with a low pressure Ar+ 1O%CH4 gas. Gas pressure was set 
to stop on1y fragments in the detector， almost all u即 時cessary
particle such as proton can巴scapewith a small en巴rgydepo-
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Fig. 9 The energy spectra of Li from巴achsamples 

V. Conclusion 

Double differential cross sections of light charg巴dparticles 

and fragments which are important to neutron dosimetry were 

measured at TIARA neutron so町田.The large solid angle and 

particle acceptance detector is indisp巴nsablefor白巴 measure-
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Fig. 10 The energy spec住aofB巴企omeach samples 

ment. For light charged particles， we adopted a spectrometer 

consisting of仕rreecounter telescopes and a vacuum cham司

ber which covers a wide energy 10S8 region of the partic1es. 
Doub1e differentai1 cross sections of partic1es of p，d，t andα 

paric1ωfor oxygen and nitrogen were obtain巴dat出reelabo-

ratry ang1es by the spectrometer. For企agments，we deve10ped 
a Bragg curve spectromet巴rwhich enab1es simu1taneous mea司

surem巴ntof partic1es heavier th担 αparticles.A test of the 

sp即位ometerat a neutron field was carrid out. We obtained 

巴n巴rgyspectra of heavi巴rpartic1es白anα 合omcarbon with 

acceptab1e signal to noise ratio and detection efficeincy. 
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